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8 October 2014: DRDN Networking Launch
Room 429, Muirhead Tower (12 noon - 2 pm)
This event will launch our new programme of activities and will include talks
from leading academics in their field and doctoral researchers involved in the network. Light lunch and refreshments will be provided.
26 November 2014: Superdiversity Methodology Workshop
Venue TBC
Increasingly researchers are conducting fieldwork on highly diverse populations. Among the topics covered are, research design, accessing and recruiting research
participants from diverse communities, data collection and analysis, case studies etc.
January 2015: Masterclass in Comparative Research
Venue TBC
This masterclass will be led by a leading academic in the field and will provide practical advice on the challenges of undertaking comparative research across different
groups, cultures, countries etc. Doctoral researchers will be able to receive detailed feedback on their work.
February 2015: Superdiversity and Research Ethics Masterclass
Venue TBC
This masterclass will tackle ethical issues around conducting research on superdiverse populations. Doctoral researchers will be able to receive detailed feedback from a
leading academic in the field.
March 2015: Superdiversity and Language Workshop
Venue TBC
This workshop will look at issues around bilingualism/multilingualism and cultural diversity within the context of conducting research on superdiverse poulations.
April/May 2015: Networking Event
Venue TBC
This will provide opportunities for doctoral researchers to give feedback on the programme and suggestions for the future.

Mailing list
Join our mailing list (/research/activity/superdiversity-institute/diversity-network/mailing-list.aspx) so that you don't miss out on future events and activities, or contact
Ricky Joseph, r.joseph@bham.ac.uk (mailto:r.joseph@bham.ac.uk) .
Read more about the work of IRiS. (/research/activity/superdiversity-institute/index.aspx)
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